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INTRODUCTION

There has been growing interest in the perception of complex auditory
(non-speech) patterns but surprisingly" little concern for the origins
of such abilities. Nevertheless, contemporary perspectives in this domain
often embody implicit, if not explicit, claims about such origins. For some
(e.g. Leek 1987; Watson 1987), pattern perception processes are not stable
and 'hardwired' but rather have considerable plasticity, being dependent
on the experience, training, and expectations of the listener. Indeed, the
perceptual organization of particular patterns is thought to depend on
extensive formal or informal training with similar materials, with attention, listening strategy, and task demands playing a prominent role
(Espinoza-Varas and Watson 1989). The assumption, moreover, is that
the amount and kind of information that listeners can extract from a
sound pattern is determined primarily by the relative difficulty of the
task and secondarily by features of the pattern itself. Accordingly, a
difficult task would lead to a synthetic or global mode of listening (i.e.
poor sensitivity for pattern components) in contrast to an easy task, which
would engage analytic listening skills (i.e. enhanced resolution of individual components) and make alternative representations available to
the listener. What is clear, however, is that prolonged practice is deemed
essential for fully developed perceptual representations of patterns'
(Espinoza-Varas and Watson 1989, p. 90).
This position implies that auditory pattern perception is almost entirely,
learned. Conceivably, however, pattern perception could be given in its
entirety by nature, in which case the perception of auditory events would .
be uniform across individuals, with learning involved only in such things· •
as the memory for specific patterns (e.g. individual voices, tunes) as well ·
Thinking in sound: the cognitive psychology of human audition, ed. S. McAdams and E. Bigand .
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as arbitrary associations between auditory and non-auditory events (e.g.
words and meanings). The views of most researchers tend to fall somewhere between these extremes. For example, Handel (1989), Krumhansl
(1992), and Jones (1990) consider innate perceptual processes such as
grouping to set the stage for perceiving complex patterns such as speech
and musical sequences. Beyond these grouping processes, however, there
is much to be learned.
According to Krumhansl (1990), adults' perception of pitch relations in
music derives from incidental extraction of the regularities in heard music.
For Jones (1981, 1982), as well, exposure to music promotes the internalization of prototypes or conventions of a musical culture, with such
prototypes generating expectancies that guide the listener's attention.
Handel (1989) suggests that innate factors might play a somewhat larger
role. For him, heredity supplies the potential perceptual structures that
expe_rience 'fine tunes' to the conventions of a particular language or
musical system. Just as children acquire their language early, easily, and
without formal training, so might they become sensitive to the musical
conventions of their culture (Handel 1989, p. 381).
Despite the presumed role of knowledge and experience, few have
evalluated these presumptions with novice listeners, notably infants. Such
naive listeners offer unique opportunities for exploring the presence and
nature of human pattern processing predispositions as well as the relevance of such predispositions for adult pattern perception. A decade or
so of systematic research on the localization of sound patterns in infancy
has yielded much valuable information (for reviews, see Clifton (1992),
Muir et al. (1989)). Unfortunately, there has been considerably less re:
search on other aspects of auditory pattern processing in early life.
To counter this deficiency, we have been pursuing answers to a variety
of general questions such as the following. What properties of auditory
patterns dominate perception in the early months of life? Do these
properties remain influential for more mature listeners? Are the grouping
processes that characterize auditory pattern perception (see Bigand, Ch.
8 thls volume; Bregman 1990, Ch. 2 this volume) operative in infancy,
when instructions to listen synthetically or analytically are necessarily
precluded? Although relational processing is the norm for adults' perception of auditory sequences, absolute pitch processing is characteristic
of various non-human species such as songbirds and monkeys (D' Amato
1988; Hulse et al. 1990). One might ask, then, whether infants are more
like human adults in this respect or more like non-human listeners.
Research with adults has revealed that good auditory patterns, defined
in information-theoretic terms (Garner 1970, 1974) or in terms of confonnance to cultural conventions (e.g. Cuddy et al. 1981) are perceived
and remembered more accurately than poorly structured or bad patterns.
Is it possible, instead, to define good auditory patterns with reference
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to their relative ease of processing by infant listeners? If so, this would
remove the experiential and ethnocentric biases inherent in the notion of
a good pattern. (Note that aesthetic questions would be irrelevant to this
designation of patterns as good or bad.) Obviously, infants of any age have
had the benefit of
listening experience. Nevertheless, patterns that
are processed readily m early hfe could be considered to have special
status (I.e. as good patterns) and to involve irmate attentional predispositions or learrung preferences (Locke 1990; Marler 1990). If any such good
patterns can be identified, one can then ask whether their features are in
accord with linguistic (e.g. Kuhl1986; Liberman et al. 1967), psychoacoustic
(e.g. Terhardt 1974), music-theoretic (e.g. Butler 1989; Schenker 1954), or
mathematical (e.g. Balzano 1982) predictions. One can inquire, as well,
whether the perceptual processing strategies that are evident in early life
are equally applicable to musical and speech patterns. If so, are there
Implications of common processing strategies for the acquisition of
knowledge about music and language?
9.0.1

Selecting the naive listener

In principle, the ideal na1ve listener is the newborn, who is free from the

attentional biases associated with experience, trainfng, e.nd expectations.
In practice, however, the newborn is a relatively unco-operative listener
by virtue of characteristic drowsiness, a disposition to fuss or cry when
awake, and an Impovenshed response repertoire. For reasons of converuence rather than conviction, we study infants from 6 or 7 months to
10 or 11 months of age. The lower age bound is determined by the onset
of a highly reliable and unambiguous response (i.e. turning head and
eyes toward a sound source) to salient changes in a sound pattern (Eilers
et al. 1977; Kuhl1985; Trehub et al. 1984). The upper age bound is determmed by the onset of walking, which is generally accompanied by a
reluctance to remam seated for the duration of a test session (10-20
minutes).
. It would not be surprising for the pattern processing abilities of infants
m this age range to have undergone some modification as a result of
early exposure to particular patterns. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to
consider these abilities as reflecting pattern processing predispositions.
In other words, whether infants are predisposed to perceive patterns in
particular ways or are predisposed to learn to perceive them in such
ways is immaterial.
9.0.2 Selecting the stimuli
In our research on auditory pattern perception, we use musical or
music-like patterns for a number of reasons. Music, 'a peculiarly human
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adaptation to life' (Slobin and Titon 1984, p. 9), is found in every culture.
Although few individuals in Western society perform in public contexts,
many sing or hum in the shower or elsewhere, and all listen to music, by
choice (e.g. concerts, stereo, radio) or otherwise (e.g. commercial background music). What is not generally known, however, is that contemporary Western notions of musical talent, giftedness, and music as art are
unusual (Walker 1987, 1990). Historically and cross-culturally, it has been
more common for music to be integrated into various facets of work and
play, with all community members participating fully (e.g. Bebey 1969).
Moreover, there are many widely held beliefs or myths about music
including its influence on physical and mental states, its healing powers,
and supernatural origins (Walker 1990). The continuing influence of such
belief systems can be seen in contemporary uses of music in promoting
religious, political, and commercial goals, parental concerns about socalled 'decadent' music, and young children's greater compliance with
sung as opposed to spoken requests. The ubiquity of music and its presumed power raise questions about biological significance (Granit 1977;
Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983) for which there are no ready answers.
What is clear is that music is prevalent cross-culturally, occupying an
important role in daily life.
A further impetus to the use of musical patterns stems from recent
progress in the understanding of music perception by musically trained
and untrained adults (Deutsch 1982; Dowling and Harwood 1986; Howell
et al. 1985; Krumhansl1990; Sloboda 1985). The presumption is that untrained adults, by virtue of informal but extended exposure to the music
of their culture, have developed implicit but highly elaborated schemas
for music processing. Those with formal trainfng, on the other hand,
have more explicit knowledge of musical structure and are capable of
more analytic listening. Is it reasonable to assume, however, that the
music processing strategies of untrained adults are due entirely to musical exposure, with no carry-over of primitive processing strategies from
early life? Terhardt (1987) suggests, instead, that composers, in creating
music, intuitively capitalize on universal principles of auditory perception. It would hardly be surprising, then, for some of these principles to
be operative in infancy.
Finally, many have drawn attention to numerous parallels between
speech and music (e.g. Handel1989; Lerdahl andJackendoff 1983; Sloboda
1985), some even suggesting the possibility of innate perceptual princilples for organizing speech and musical input (Krumhansl1992; Lerdahl
and Jackendoff 1983). Handel (1989) has applied some of Hockett's (1963)
design features of language to music, as well. These include the features
of discreteness (i.e. messages in speech or language being constructed
from a limited set of units, whether phonemes or scale notes), openness
(i.e. an infinite number of possible linguistic utterances or musical
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passages), and duality of structure (i.e. meaningless units such as phonemes or notes combined to form meaningful units such as words or
musical phrases).
In short, it is not unreasonable to expect that the study of musical
pattern perception in infancy will yield valuable information about auditory pattern processing in general. In this spirit, we have used sequences
of tones (mostly sine waves) which, despite their harmonic impoverishment, are readily recognizable as melodies. This contrasts with the
synthesized speech stimuli in speech perception experiments, some of
which are unrecognizable as speech to adult listeners (e.g. Diehl et al. 1981).
In fact, speech synthesis by rule in conjunction with the elimination of all
but a single discriminative cue (the typical procedure for speech perception
experiments) can result in very unnatural-sounding stimuli.
9.0.3

The test procedure

We attempt to overload the information-processing capacities of infants
by presenting them with five- to ten-note sequences or melodies. Assuming that infants are unable to retain the entire melody, then what they do
retain can inform us about their processing strategies. Would they encode
and retain an incomplete but precise description such as the absolute
pitches of the first or last few notes? Such a local-processing strategy
would be uncharacteristic of adults but consistent nevertheless with the
preferred strategy of songbirds (Hulse et al. 1990) and monkeys (D'Amato
1988). A global-processing alternative might involve configura! information about pitch relations, temporal relations, or both. Some researchers
suggest that local processing has priority over global processing in infant
perception (e.g. Aslin and Smith 1988) whereas others suggest the reverse
(e.g. Morrongiello 1988).
We gather indirect evidence for the use of such strategies by means of
an operant discrimination procedure. The infant sits on the parent's lap
in one corner of a sound-attenuating booth facing an experimenter, who
maintains the infant's attention by manipulating puppets (see Fig. 9.1).
The standard melody or tone sequence is presented repeatedly from a
loudspeaker 45' to the infant's left. The experimenter continually records
(via push buttons) when the infant is looking directly ahead (i.e. ready
for a test trial) and when the infant turns toward the loudspeaker (i.e. a
correct or false-positive response). The parent and the experimenter wear
headphones with masking sounds so that both remain uninformed about
the patterns being presented. Test trials, which are presented only when
the infant is looking directly ahead, are of two types: change trials in which
a comparison sequence, which embodies subtle or substantial changes,
replaces the standard sequence for one or two repetitions, and no-change
trials in which the comparison sequence is the same as the standard. A

Fi 9 1 The test situation. The infant sits on the parent's lap facing the
Sounds are presented repeatedly through the loudspeaker to the infant s
l ft T
to the speaker on change trials lead to the presentation of an arumated
e . u
toy near the speaker (From Trehub (1990).)

head turn (45' or more) toward the loudspeaker within 4 s of
. the illurrun·ation and activation of one of four arumate
ultsm
cangeres
h
· fl
··
toys near the loudspeaker. Turns at other times (!.e. a se-pos!tive responses) are unreinforced.
.
. th
th nd
The difficulty of the task can be varied by marup'7lating e 1eng
com lexity of the sequences, the size of the retention mterval (!.e ..
benJ'een standard and comparison sequences), and the de.gree of deVIation
from standard to comparison sequences. It is also possible to mtroduce
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variations in stimulus parameters across repetitions of the patterns. For
example, the repetitions of the standard and comparison patterns could
be presented in pitch transposition (i.e. at different pitch levels), precluding the use of absolute pitch cues in the discrimination task. The patterns
could also be presented at different tempos or rates, precluding the use
of absolute duration cues.
In an initial training phase, infants must meet a training criterion of
four consecutive correct responses to a more prominent sound change
than that used in the test phase. The subsequent test phase consists of
approximately 30 test trials (more or less in some experiments), with a
random ordering of 15 change and 15 no-change trials. If infants respond
significantly more often on change than on no-change trials, this indicates
that they can detect the change.
We make the leap from discrimination data to processing strategy in
the following way. If infants are using a particular processing strategy
such as encoding the exact beginnings of melodies, then certain changes
would evoke a response (e.g. new initial pitches) and others would not
(e.g. new final pitches). Likewise, a global-processing strategy would be
reflected in infants' failure to respond to certain discriminable changes
such as new pitches if the pitch configuration or contour remains the
same (e.g. transpositions), or new note durations if the relative note
durations (i.e. rhythmic structure) remain the same.

9.1

GROUPING

Perceptual grouping is thought to operate preattentively (Neisser 1967),
creating units that optimize cognitive processing (Bregman 1981, 1990).
Cues for promoting grouping such as the relative proximity of elements
and their similarity were described by the Gestalt psychologists many
years ago but their role in auditory contexts has only become clear in
recent years (Bigand, Ch. 8 this volume; Bregman 1990, Ch. 2 this volume;
Deutsch 1982).
The presumption is that at least some grouping processes are primitive
(Bregman 1990) or informationally encapsulated (Fodor 1983), being relatively insensitive to the perceiver's experience. This raises the possibility
that these processes would be operative early in life, even in infancy. On
the other hand, some grouping phenomena are clearly dependent on
experience, that is, they are schema-based (Bregman 1990). For example,
the organization of the speech stream into words creates the illusion of
pauses between words (Studdert-Kennedy 1975), an illusion that is absent when the sounds belong to a foreign language. In general, however,
we tend to group subsets of elements within auditory sequences, even
when the elements are totally uniform (Fraisse 1982). Such perceptual
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grouping has consequences for judgments of duration (Bolton 1894;
Woodrow 1909) as well as duration discrimination (Fitzgibbons et al. 1974).
If infants grouped auditory sequences in similar ways, we rmght expect them to have greater difficulty detecting a silent inte"':'al. or pause
between groups of sounds compared with an identical pause wzthzn a group
of sounds. In a series of studies (Thorpe and Trehub 1989; Thorpe et al.
1988), we assessed the ability of infants 6-9 months of
to detect small
The
temporal changes in patterns of six :emporally eqlild!S:ant
patterns were structured so that the fU:st ttu:ee tones, whtch were tdentical, differed from the last three (also tdentical to each other) m fundamental frequency (pitch), spectral structure (i.e. waveform: sawtooth vs.
sine waves), or intensity. The schematic structure can be represented as
)()0(000. The comparison sequences incorporated increments to the silent
interval between the third and fourth tone (XXX 000), a between-group
change or between the fourth and fifth tone (XXXO 00), a within-group
chang; Infants detected the temporal alterations when they occurred
within a group but not between groups, implying that they had grouped
the original pattern of temporally equidistant tones. As a result, the change
that altered or disrupted the structure of the standard pattern (from a 33 to a 4-2 grouping) was noticeable but not the change that conserved
the structure (3-3 in both cases).
.
.
Adults tested with the identical sequences but wtth smaller mcrement
values and a more conventional psychophysical task (two-alternative,
forced-choice task) showed a similar pattern of performance (Thorpe 1985).
We call this phenomenon the duration illusion (Thorpe and Trehub 1989),
referring to the inaccuracy of perceiving the duratiOn of stlent mtervals
between groups compared to identical silent intervals wzthm a group of
sounds. This illusion of pauses between sound groups is analogous to
the illusion of pauses between words. Discontinuities in pitch, timbre, or
loudness typically signal important aspects of pattern structure, trtggermg
the duration illusion, which guides primitive processes of segmentation
or parsing. Greater discontinuity or change in any of these parameters
leads to greater inaccuracy in detecting the between-group mtervals. In
effect, listeners override the available temporal Information (e.g. temporally equidistant tones), imposing a temporal structure fhat corresponds
to configural aspects (e.g. pattern of pitches) of. the pattern.
Another segmentation process that has recetved constderably more
experimental attention with adults is auditory stream segregation (Bregman
1978, 1981) or auditary scene analyszs (Bregman 1990, Ch. 2 thts volume).
Rapidly repeating sequences of discrete sounds are grouped or segregated
on the basis of similarities in frequency, spectral envelope, or other saselient properties, leading to the perception of two or more
quences or streams. One consequence of stream segregation !S fhat listeners
are unable to track the order of elements across streams but can readtly
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do so within a single stream (e.g. Bregman and Campbell1971 ). Bregman
(1990) env1s10ns the operation of unlearned as well as learned constraints
on auditory scene analysis, with the former reflecting universal regularities
m the environment.
Demany (1982) i:'vestis,ated the phenomenon with infants, comparing
7- to 15-week-old Infants d1scnmmation of the temporal order of two
sequences of tones. For adult listeners, one of the sequences would remain :Vithin a single auditory stream whereas the other would segregate
mto d1fferent streams. Infants showed a pattern of performance similar
to that of adults, detecting a change in the temporal order of tones within
the hypothesized stream but failing to detect this change across streams.
The rmphcatwn, then, 1s that stream segregation, like the duration illuswn, reflects primitive rather than schema-based parsing.
Our findings and those of Demany (1982) indicate that infants extract
the conve':tional temporal organization of simple auditory sequences.
Moreover, infants can also differentiate patterns with contrasting rhythmic
structure (Demany et al. 1977; Chang and Trehub 1977a; Morrongiello
1984). Adults go beyond this, however, generalizing the temporal or
rhythmic structure of sequences across variations in tempo or rate. Would
1nfants do hkew1se? We evaluated their ability to differentiate three-tone
sequences with 1-2 (X XX) or 2-1 (XX X) structure and four-tone sequences with 2-2 (XX XX) or 3-1 (XXX X) structure in the context of
tempo variations (Trehub and Thorpe 1989). In the training phase, infants
were presented
a three- or four-tone pattern at a uniform tempo but
at five d1fferent p1tch levels (changing randomly from one repetition to
the next) and were rewarded for responding to the contrasting three- or
four-tone pattern with contrasting structure presented at the same tempo
(and
level).In the test phase, we added five (discriminable)
tempo vanatwns to the fiVe pitch variations and rewarded infants only
for responding to changes in temporal structure. Infants discriminated
between patterns with contrasting temporal structure in the context of
variations in tempo and frequency (see Fig. 9.2), indicating that they
perceived the s1milanties m rhythmic structure across these variations.
Nevertheless, infants found the task difficult, as reflected in their low
level of performance and high false-alarm rate. Such a high false-alarm
rate has also characterized infants' performance on other difficult tasks
w1th the same procedure (Thorpe and Trehub 1989). In any case, their
performance prov1ded ev1dence of relational processing in the temporal
domam.
This does not appear to be a uniquely human feat. Relational temporal
processmg has been .observed in starlings, which are capable of transposmg
d1scnmmation across changes in tempo (Hulse et al. 1984)
and m p1geons, which can respond to the longer of two temporal intervals
(Fetterman 1987). Nevertheless, such temporal processing is central to

9 change trials

D no-change trials

Three-tone rhythm

Four-tone rhythm

9.2 Mean proportion of head turns on change and no-change trials for the
three-tone and four-tone rhythms. (Data from Trehub and Thorpe (1989).)

Fiig.

the perception of speech. A verbal message maintains its integrity over
changes in rate just as a tune does. There is evidence, moreover, that
infants (Eimas and Miller 1980), like adults (Miller and Liberman 1979;
Summerfield 1981), make appropriate perceptual compensations for
speaking rate.
In a novel approach to the study of grouping in musical patterns,
Krurnhansl and Jusczyk (1990) explored 4- and 6-month-old infants' sensitivity to phrase structure in music. They presented infants with two
distorted versions of Mozart minuets and attempted to establish infants'
preference for one over the other. In one version, they added a onesecond pause to the end of each phrase, distorting the overall temporal
patterning but maintaining the temporal integrity of each musical phrase.
In the other, they added the same number of pauses but these were
inserted within phrases. This manipulation altered the phrase structure
as well as the overall temporal structure of the musical passages. For
each infant, the minuets with between-phrase pauses were presented
from a loudspeaker on one side and those with within-phrase pauses
were presented from the other side. The time spent looking at each
loudspeaker during sound presentation was calculated over a series of
trials. Infants looked significantly longer at the loudspeaker with intact
phrases than at the one with distorted phrases, indicating their 'preference' for the former.
Krurnhansl and Jusczyk's (1990) analysis of musical features of the
minuets indicated that drops in pitch height and increased duration of
the last melody note characterized phrase endings. They suggest that
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these features signal phrase structure or perceptual units for infant lisand may account for their preference for intact phrases.
Thts preference procedure has also been used to explore infants'
temporal processmg of speech sequences. In these studies (Hirsh-Pasek
et al. 1987;
Nelson et al. 1989), infants heard extended samples of
speech m whtch pauses had been added either between clauses or within
clauses. As was the case with music, infants looked longer in the direction of speech with intact clauses (i.e. between-clause pauses) than in the
d1rechon of speech with temporally distorted clauses. The implication is
that, l!ke mustcal phrases, spoken clauses are perceptual units, even for
prelinguistic infants. Interestingly, this 'preference' for intact clauses was
limited to speech directed to infants, being absent in speech directed to
adults.

9.2

MELODY PERCEPTION: PITCH CONTOUR

A cursory outline of the melody perception skills of untrained adult
listeners can provide a useful backdrop to the consideration of infant
skills. It is well known that adults' recognition of melodies is independent of specific pitch levels, being dependent instead on the relations
among component pitches. With familiar melodies, the pattern of intervals !S relevant (Attneave and Olson 1971; Dowling and Fujitani 1971),
mtervals referrmg to the precise pitch relations between adjacent notes.
Thus transpositions, which have different component notes but an identical pattern of intervals, are perceived as equivalent to one another
(Attneave and Olson 1971). With unfamiliar melodies, configura! informatiOn about pitch is prominent, notably the melodic contour or global
pattern of changes in pitch direction (up I down/ same) (Bartlett and
Dowling 1980; Dowling 1978). In addition, unfamiliar melodies that
conform to familiar musical principles are encoded in greater detail,
remembered more readily, and are also preferred compared with those
that deviate from such principles (Cuddy et al. 1981; Frances 1988;
Krumhansl and Keil 1982; Krumhansl et al. 1982; Watkins 1985; Zenatti
1969).

Studies of melodic processing in non-human species have revealed
qualitative differences. To the extent that melody discrimination has been
demonstrated in monkeys (D' Amato and Salmon 1984), starlings (Hulse
a':'d Cynx 1986), and budgerigars (Dooling et al. 1987), local (absolute)
pttch cues rather than global pattern cues (e.g. contour) have been implicated. By contrast, the perception of single speech sounds by various
non-human species, including budgerigars (Dooling et al. 1990), chinchillas (Kuhl and Miller 1975), and monkeys (Kuhl and Padden 1982) has
revealed remarkable parallels between human and non-human listeners.
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Does this imply that the perception of single sounds, including speech
sounds, capitalizes on principles common to avian and mammalian
species whereas human adult-like perception of sound sequences depends
experience and the resultant meaningfulness of such patterns?
If we adopt a conventional definition of auditory patterns, referrmg to
'sounds characterized by a perceptual impressiOn that 1s global ... el!ctted
by the overall spectral or temporal form' (Espinoza-Va;:as and Watson
1989, p. 70), then we would have to conclude that the vanous non-human
species that have been studied to date are unable to percetve pttch
patterns. What about human infants?
. .
In a series of studies, we focused on three types of melodic information: contour (i.e. pitch configuration or up I down/ same pattern of pttch
change), interval (i.e. frequency ratio of successive notes or pttch distance
in semitones), and absolute pitch (i.e. exact pttch level). Our goal was to
determine whether infants' mental representation of melodies was based
on absolute pitches, exact intervals, or contour. In one study (Trehub
et al. 1984), we tested infants on their discrimination of vanous changes
to a six-tone melody including transpositions (i.e. absolute pitch changes,
but same intervals and contour), contour-preserving changes (i.e. absolute
pitch and interval changes, but same contour), and contour-violating
changes (e.g. interval and contour changes, but same pttches reordered).
To preclude the use of obvious cues, the companson melodies had the
same initial and final note as the standard melody except for the transpositions, which necessitated different notes (see Fig. 9.3). For adult listeners, the transposed comparison would seem most similar to the anginal
melody (essentially equivalent to it) and the contour-viOlating comparison most dissimilar. The contour-preservmg changes would be mtermediate on the similarity-dissimilarity continuum. In the context of a
difficult task such as a single presentation of the standard pattern and a
long retention interval, adults might have comparable difficulty detecting contour-preserving changes and transposthons.
Overall, infants' performance was consistent with that expected for
adults. Infants performed well on the contour changes but not .on the
transpositions and contour-preserving (i.e. interval) changes (see Ftg. 9.4).
In fact, they responded to the latter two types of changed melody as
though they were further repetitions of the standard melody. Essenhally,
their performance was consistent with a global processmg strategy, wtth
information about pitch contour dominating at the expense of absolute
pitch and interval information. For example, the transpositions had the
same contour but contained six new notes and Infants seemed to respond
on the basis of the unchanged contour. Thus, they treated the transposed
melodies as familiar rather than as novel or changed patterns. It IS possible, however, that infants responded on the basis of the interval pattern,
which was also invariant across transpositions. This seems unhkely
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Fig. 9.3 One of. the standard melodies and three types of changes to be
transposltion (same contour, same intervals, different pitches); contourchange
contour, different intervals, different pitches); contourvwlatmg change (different contour, different intervals, same pitches). (Stimuli

from Trehub et al. (1984).)
because infants also treated melodies with new intervals but the same
contour as though they were familiar patterns. In fact, they responded
identically to transpositions and to contour-preserving changes, implying contour-influenced performance in both cases. Moreover, their ease
of detecting contour changes was not limited to situations with multiple
directional changes in pitch movement. Rather, infants also responded
readily to contour-violating comparisons that retained five of the six
original notes in their original order but had one note that changed the
contour (Trehub et al. 1985).
Infants accomplished these contour discriminations with a fixed
standard or background melody (i.e. standard and comparison sequences
presented at one pitch level) so that absolute pitch cues were available.
When we eliminated the potential use of absolute cues (Trehub et al. 1987)
by presenting a simple standard pattern (up-down contour) repeating

Transposition

Contour-preserving

Contour-violating

Fig 9.4 Mean proportion of head turns on change and no-change trials for the
transposition, contour-preserving, and contour-violating changes. (Data from

Trehub et al. (1984).)
either in transposition or with changing intervals (but same contour) and
a contour-violating comparison (down-up-down contour) with reordered pitches (see Fig. 9.5), infants readily detected the contour changes
(see Fig. 9.6). For the most part, they ignored the local pitch changes so
long as the contour was retained, responding when the
changed;
Their relational processing strategy was qualitatively sumlar to adults
characteristic strategy with unfamiliar melodies but distinctly different
from the local pitch strategy of non-human species. Note, also,_ that infants' performance on the contour discrimination tasks was considerably
better than their performance on the temporal processmg tasks with the
same (head-turning) procedure (Thorpe and Trehub 1989; Thorpe et al.
1988; Trehub and Thorpe 1989).
These findings suggest that pitch-contour processing may function as
an important perceptual organizational device for infants, guiding their
parsing or segmentation of complex auditory patterns. Infants have other,
perhaps less potent, parsing devices at their disposal including temporal
grouping (by pitch, timbre, or loudness) and rhythmic patterning. These
organizational processes would be useful not only for processing musical
sequences but also for speech sequences, particularly prosodic aspects of
speech.
Prosody is thought to be replete with cues to important linguistic units
or boundaries (Morgan et al. 1987), cues that are enhanced in the unique
prosody of speech directed to infants. Indeed, the hallmark of infantdirected speech is its distinctive and perhaps universal pitch contours
(Fernald et al. 1989; Stern et al. 1983). Such speech also embodies higher
pitch (by three or four semitones), an increased pitch range, smoother
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pitch transitions, simpler pitch contours, slower tempo, more regular
rhythms, shorter utterances, and greater repetitiveness compared with
adult-directed speech (Fernald and Simon 1984; Fernald et al. 1989;
Papousek and Papousek 1981; Papousek et al. 1985; Stern et al. 1983). These
various qualities lend unity or coherence to the pitch contours of infantdirected speech, setting them apart from the complex contours of adultdirected speech (Stern et al. 1982). In fact, these distinctive prosodic forms
are rarely produced by the same individuals in non-maternal contexts
(Fernald and Simon 1984).
The characteristic features of infant-directed speech have been designated musical by a number of researchers (e.g. Fernald 1989; Papousek
and Papousek 1981). The typical pitch contours are unidirectional (rising
or falling) but at times bell-shaped (rise-fall, fall-rise) and these are repeated over and over with altered lexical or segmental content and varying
tempo. Vowels are usually extended, as in song, and many utterances are
contentless from a semantic perspective, consisting of a monosyllable
{consonant-vowel or vowel alone) with the vowel stretched out over an
expanded pitch contour (Fernald and Simon 1984; Papou8ek and Papousek
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The regular rhythms and slow tempo of infant-directed speech {Beebe
et al. 1985) also confer a musical quality to such speech. In fact, rhythmic
adult-directed speech is atypical, being confined, for the most part, to
ritualized or pathological contexts (Jaffe et al. 1979). It is also atypical of
children's speech, except for ritual chants {Hargreaves 1986; Moorhead
and Pond 1978) .
There are indications that specific pitch contours are linked universally
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to particular caretaking contexts (Fernald et al. 1989). For example, rising
or bell-shaped contours are used to gain and maintain infant attention
(Papousek and Papousek 1981), falling contours with a narrow pitch range
to soothe and hasten sleep (Papousek and Papousek 1981), and more
variable contours to heighten positive affect (Stern et al. 1982). The tempo
and rhythm of maternal utterances are also tuned to the infant's presumed needs. Thus slow, rhythmic utterances are provided for attentive
infants, increased tempo for inattentive infants, variable rhythms and
tempo for fussy infants, and gradually decreasing tempo for infants
progressing toward sleep (Papousek and Papousek 1981). In sum, maternal vocal stimulation seems to be tuned intuitively to infants' processing
abilities in general (Trehub 1989, 1990) and to their fluctuating state in
particular.
This care-giving speech register has a dramatic impact on infant listeners. From as young as two days of age, they listen preferentially to
infant-directed over adult-directed speech (Cooper and Aslin 1990; Fernald
1985; Werker and McLeod 1989), even to synthesized sine-wave renditions
of infant-directed over adult-directed pitch contours (Fernald and Kuhl
1987). Infants also exhibit more positi.ve affect when listening to infantdirected than to adult-directed speech (Werker and McLeod 1989). The
universality of a small set of contours tied to specific caretaking contexts
and the impact of such contours on infant attention and arousal have
prompted some authors to consider their biological basis (Papousek and
Papousek 1987) and communicative significance (Fernald 1989, 1992).
The pitch contour may well be an important unit of speech processing
for prelinguistic listeners, helping to define the boundaries of infantdirected utterances (Trehub 1990). We know that young infants are
sensitive to prosodic markers of clauses, phrases, and words in native
and non-native languages (Hirsh-Pasek et al. 1987; Jusczyk, personal
communication; Kemler Nelson et al. 1989), perhaps using temporal as
well as pitch contour cues to delineate such units. We also know that
infants are sensitive to musical phrase structure, with one of the likely
cues to phrase boundaries being a falling pitch contour (Krurnhansl and
Jusczyk 1990).
Although infant-directed speech is music-like in a number of respects,
it still differs considerably from the music with which most of us are
familiar. If we consider infant-directed song, however, more commonalities might emerge between speech and music. Recently, we unobtrusively recorded mothers of young infants as they informally sang a
song of their choice in two contexts, one with their infant present, the
other when the mothers were alone (Trehub et al. 1993b). Most of the
chosen materials were play songs, which were appropriate to the presence of awake and lively infants. A tape recording of pairs of identical
excerpts from both conditions (infant present, infant absent) was presented
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to adult listeners, who were required to identify the
excerpt. Because the musical materials were the same, identification would
t be based on aspects of the singers' performance. Listeners were
h ave o
th · f t
.d tifyi
highly accurate (about 90 per cent correct) in 1 en
ng e Ill andirected singing of North American mothers. They were also accurate m
differentiating actual infant-directed singing from Simulated mfantdirected singing in another group of mothers (Trehub e: al. 1993a). They
were less accurate (about 60 per cent correct) but still above chance
in judging comparable excerpts from a foreign
(Hmd1) and
musical system (Indian) (Trehub et al. 1993b). Not surpnsmgly, l':"teners
of Indian origin were more accurate than native North Amencan listeners
with the Hindi songs.
.
One musical genre, the lullaby, is sung by care-g:JVers throughout
the world to soothe infants and induce sleep (Brakeley 1950;
and Cass-Beggs 1969). There are indications, moreover,
lullabies are
r.tructurally and functionally distinct from other songs JUSt as Infantdirected speech is structurally and functionally distinct from other speech.
For example, lullabies of the Cuna Indians of Panama embody more
liberal textual and melodic improvisation than do other songs (McCosker
1974). The text, which includes word
sequence
and very common words, is incorporated into repetitive rhythmic patterns.
Unlike other Cuna songs, Cuna lullabies are mdefuutely long, continumg
until the infant listener is quieted or asleep. On the melodic front, Cuna
much like
lullabies have a narrow pitch range and repeating
soothing infant-directed speech, which is charactenzed by low falling
contours, a narrow pitch range, and a gentle tone (Fernald and S1mon
1984· Papousek and Papousek 1981). Vietnamese (Cong-Huyen-Ton-Nu
1979J Afghani Hazara (Sakata 1987), and North American Indian (Sands
and Sekaquaptewa 1978) lullabies, among others, also have
peating contours, a narrow pitch range, extended vowels, and repelitive
culture of central Afghanistan, mothers deliberately alter
words to produce mellifluous sounds, with sound effec:s rather than
meaning in mind (Sakata 1987). lndeed, the use of hummmg and
otyped syllables such as loo-loo, lulla, nmna, bo-bo, and do-do IS cross
culturally pervasive (Brakeley 1950; Brown 1980). Although lullab1es seem
to have a distinctive form and style within a culture and some common
features across cultures, it is not clear whether any feature or quality of
lullabies is universal.
.
Adults seem to be unaware of the full range of their vocal adJI:slinents
in infant-directed speech (Fernald and Simon 1984; Papousek and
Pa ousek 1987) but the prosody of such speech is clearly recogruzable to
listeners. In fact, adults easily identify several pattern." of maternal
prosody including those associated with approval, prohibition, soothing,
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game-playing, and attempts to capture infant attention (Fernald 1989).
Just as uruversal prosodic features are uncommon in adult-directed speech
but are frequent and
in infant-directed speech, so similar
uruversa!s may emerge m mfant-directed music despite their reported
absence m other types of music (Harwood 1976).
Recently, we collected a large sample of foreign lullabies and comparison songs {non-lullabies) from diverse cultures and geographic regions
(Unyk et al. 1992). We prepared a tape in which each o£ 30 lullabies was
paued wtth a song that w.as similar in tempo and overall musical style.
Adult hsteners were reqmred to judge which of the two songs in each
patr was a lullaby or song for infants (Trehub et al. 1992). They identified
the lullabies significantly better than chance (about 63 per cent correct)
and performance was unrelated to listeners' level of musical training or
theu famthanty. with any musical culture. When the songs were lowpass filtered {t.e. informatwn below 500Hz retained) to remove the lullaby
as word or syllable repetition,
Iynes, which had potential cues
extended vowels, and onomatopoeta, the lullabies were still identifiable.
Even the. ehmt:'ation of residual voice quality cues by synthesis of the
melody !me (wtth ptano timbre) resulted in performance that was highly
correlated wtth performance on the original materials. This suggests that
there must be melodic as well as word cues to the identity of lullabies.
moreover, that simple, descending contours play
There are
a role m adults Identification oflullabies (Unyket al. 1992). In short, infantdtrected music, whether lullabies or play songs, are identifiable to adult
hsteners.
9.3

MUSICAL STRUCTURE: DEFINING GOOD PATTERNS

Most scholars in the domain of music perception have assumed that
speC!ahzed schemas for processing the structure of music are developed
and progressively refined through exposure (Bharucha 1987; Jones 1982;
Krumhansl 1983; Zenatti 1969), although the relevant mechanisms are
largely unknown. One possibility is that listeners' mental representations
of pttch structure are based on the relative frequency of occurrence of
vanous features m the mustc of their culture (Krumhansl 1990). If this
were the case, then listeners exposed to different musical systems would
acqmre dtfferent mustcal schemas just as listeners exposed to different
languages acquire different speech and language schemas.
Co:n:parisons of various languages have revealed commonalities (but
the inventory of sound types and in the location of
also dtfferences)
category boundanes for speech (Maddieson 1984). At the same time,
sounds that occur frequently across languages (e.g. malpa) tend to be
mastered earher than those
are relatively infrequent (e.g. la!ra)
Gakobson 1968; Locke 1983). This IS not the case for the relative frequency
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of occurrence of sounds within a language. For example, the initial sounds
of this and thing occur frequently in English but they are relatively infrequent across languages and are late acquisitions for English-speaking
children. One might argue, then, that the selection of phonemes and
phonemic boundaries has been guided, to some extent, by their relative
ease of processing (Burnham et al. 1991; Maddieson 1984; Stevens and
Keyser 1989). Indeed, linguists have made considerable progress in definhlg featural constraints on the selection of candidate speech sounds
(e.g. Comrie 1981).
Is it also the case that different musical systems reflect patternprocessing dispositions that go beyond the perceptual organizational
principles outlined earlier? One near-universal musical feature is octaveequivalence (Dowling and Harwood 1986), whereby notes an octave apart
(having a ratio of 2:1) are considered to be equivalent in some way, even
by infants (Demany and Armand 1984). In the music of many cultures,
they are even given the same name. Another universal feature is the
scaling of musical pitch perception on the basis of log frequency rather
than linear frequency. It is likely that these common features reflect
processing constraints of the auditory system.
At the level of pattern structure, however, commonalities are more
difficult to find. Most musical systems seem to be based on scales, a scale
dividing the octave into a small number of discrete pitches (usually 5 to
7). The size of the pitch set likely reflects limits on the chunks of information that can be maintained in working memory (Dowling 1978),
thereby facilitating the analysis and coding of relations among pitches. In
most musical systems, moreover, the absolute pitch of notes is less important than their relative pitch so that a melody remains essentially the
same regardless of pitch level.
Beyond these general features, however, there are few identifiable constraints on pitch relations in scale structures. Indeed, ethnomusicologists
are pessimistic about the prospect of finding further universals (Harwood
1976). Nevertheless, the recogrution of lullabies across cultures (Trehub
et al. 1992) is suggestive of possible universal features of musical form
beyond those identified to date {Trehub and Unyk, 1992). Such universal
features might be evident in musical patterns that have special status for
infant listeners (i.e. good patterns as defined here). With this long-range
goal in mind, we have been attempting to identify the features of good
musical patterns for infants. As noted, our use of the term good does not
imply aesthetic or value judgements. Rather, our concern is with auditory patterns that can be processed more readily than others by human
listeners with limited exposure to any musical system. Presumably, this
would reveal the pattern-processing proclivities of na'ive listeners and
provide clues to potential musical universals.
In principle, the choice of musical materials could be virtually unlimited
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with infant listeners. In practice, however, most of the relevant research
with adults has been based on Western music. Fortunately, there is a rich
music-theoretical tradition in the West on which perceptual hypotheses
can be based. Accordingly, we have begun our search for good patterns
by examining infants' sensitivity to various structural features of conventional Western music. Our reasoning is that features to which infants
are sensitive reflect constituent features of inherently good musical patterns in the sense that they require relatively limited exposure for their
mastery.
It is likely that many good musical features and good musical patterns
are not represented in conventional Western music and, therefore, have
been outside the scope of most psychological research to date. A pancultural definition of good patterns is obviously desirable but this must
await research with foreign musical materials which, in turn, depends on
foreign informants who can vouch for the appropriateness of the stimuli.
An understanding of potentially good musical patterns requires some
background information about Western tonal music. The octave in
Western music is divided into 12 equally spaced notes (on a logarithmic
frequency scale) that form the chromatic scale. This division is repeated
in successive octaves. (For a more comprehensive description of the
structure of Western tonal music see Bigand, Ch. 8 this volume.) For
convenience, we can number the 12 notes of the chromatic scale 0 to 11.
It is not this equal-interval scale but rather the major scale, an unequalinterval subset of notes from the chromatic scale, that is most commonly
used in Western musical composition (see Fig. 9.7). The successive intervals between notes of the major scale are as follows: tone (i.e. two semitones), tone, semitone, tone, tone, tone, semitone. For example, notes 0,
2, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 11 of the chromatic scale form a major scale, as do notes
4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 1, and 3. In musical composition, moreover, different notes
of the scale have different functions (Piston 1969). For example, the first
note or tonic is considered the most stable, with melodies typically ending
on this note. (For a discussion of the relative stability of notes and chords,
see Bharucha (1984)). The fifth note or dominant is important harmonically, with a chord based on this note generating the expectation of
resolution to a chord based on the tonic note. The interval between the
tonic and dominant notes is called a perfect fifth and. consists of seven
semitones. Melodically, the notes of the tonic triad, that is, the first, third,
and fifth notes, ar€ considered most stable in their mental representation
(Dowling and Harwood 1986). Musically untrained adults have tacit
knowledge of the different functions of various scale notes, as reflected
in their ratings of how well each note fits into a major-scale context
(Krumhansl 1990).
The tonic triad of a major scale is one instance of a major triad. In Western
music theory, the major triad (intervals: four semitones, three semitones;
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e.g. notes 0, 4, 7) is considered to be a consonant, stable, and perhaps
prototypical form (Schenker 1954). Raising the third note of a major triad
by one semitone (intervals: four semitones, four semi-tones; e.g. notes 0,
4, 8) results in an augmented triad, which is considered to be dissonant
and unstable. It is not known, however, whether the major triad is an
intrinsically good form or whether it achieves this status only after schemas
for Western music are developed.
We addressed this question by testing infants on their ability to distinguish between the major and augmented triads (Cohen et al. 1987) (see
Fig. 9.8). In one condition, a major triad melody was presented as the
standard (e.g., notes 0, 4, 7, 4, 0; or C E G E C in the key of C major), that
is, it was repeated over and over in transposition, with successive repetitions beginning on different pitches. From time to time, the note highest
in pitch was raised by a semitone (G became G#), forming an augmented
triad. The infant's task was to respond to this interval (i.e. contourpreserving) change by turning towards the loudspeaker. In another
condition, the standard and comparison melodies were reversed so that
the augmented triad melody (C E G#E C) now served as standard and
the major as comparison. The infant's task in this case was to detect a
downward semitone change (G# became G).
If infants engaged their usual contour-processing strategies, as in
previous studies (e.g. Chang and Trehub 1977b; Trehub et al. 1984, 1987),
they would necessarily fail on both conditions of this interval discrimination task. In fact, their performance was asymmetrical, being above
chance levels when the major triad (a conventional Western pattern)
served as the standard but at chance when the augmented triad (an
unconventional Western pattern) was the standard (see Fig. 9.9). It is
important to note, however, that performance on this interval discrimination task was much poorer than performance on the contour discrimination tasks outlined earlier. It would seem, then, that contour
discrimination is relatively easy for infants whereas interval discrimination, although possible in some situations, is considerably more difficult,
as it is with adults (Dowling 1978). Nevertheless, one can still consider
the major triad to be a good pattern for infant listeners because it permits
them to go beyond their usual contour-processing strategy to engage
a specifically musical or interval-processing strategy. By contrast, the
augmented triad is not a good pattern in that infants remain limited to
their general-purpose strategy of contour processing.
The asymmetric performance on the major-triad/ augmented-triad
comparison has numerous parallels in adult perception. For example,
adults find it easier to detect changes to conventionally structured melodic (Bharucha 1984; Frances 1988), rhythmic (Bharucha and Pryor 1986),
and linguistic (Bharucha et al. 1985) patterns than to less conventionally
structured patterns, even when changes to the latter result in good
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patterns. Presumably, the mental representation of a good pattern is
stable or coherent, thereby facilitating the detection of subtle changes.
There a:e several possible explanations for the structural significance
of the maJor triad for Infant listeners. The major scale is considered to
embody special mathematical properties or structural elegance (Balzano
1980, 1982) and the maJOr triad, by virtue of its centrality to major scale
structure, would share s':ch properties. According to this perspective,
patterns exemphfymg maJor scale structure would be intrinsically easy
to process. From a psychoacoustic perspective, intervals approximating
simple frequency ratios are considered more consonant than those with
more complex ratios (see Burns and Ward 1982; Rakowski 1990). Accordmg to this line of reasoning, the notes of the major triad, which approxrmate srmple ratios (4:5:6), would be more consonant than those of
the augmented triad, with its complex ratios (16:20:25). In addition, the
outer notes of the major triad are related by the perfect fifth interval,
which IS promu:;ent in the overtone series. This interval is prevalent in
naturally occurrmg sounds, mcluding the simultaneous components of
vowel sounds. As a result, ecological considerations may also be implicated m the spec1al status of the major triad.
. There is another sense in which the major and augmented triad melodies of these
were simple, being bilaterally symmetrical and having
only three different notes (1.e. the last two notes of these five-note patterns were mirror images of the first two notes). Because of the potential
significance of infants' enhanced processing for a conventional Western
pattern, it was important to replicate this finding. It was also the case
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Fig. 9.10 Standard and comparison melodies in good Western, bad Western, and
non-Western conditions. (Note that the non-Western melodies cannot be written
in conventional Western notation.) (Stimuli from Trehub et al. (1990).)
that the major/augmented comparisons in this study confounded the
sllructure of the standard pattern (major or augmented triad) with upward or downward changes of a semitone. It is possible, then, that enhanced performance with the major triad as standard was attributable to
the upward pitch change rather than its structural superiority. To resolve
the issue, we evaluated upward and downward changes to major and
augmented melodies (Trainor 1991) and still found enhanced processing
for major triad melodies by infants as young as six months of age.
We continued to explore the issue of enhanced processing for conventional Western structure by using somewhat more complex, nonsymmetrical patterns consisting of five different pitches (Trehub et al.
1990). We presented infant listeners with three types of standard pattern
(see Fig. 9.10), the comparison patterns all having a downward change of
a semitone. One pattern was a conventionally structured Western
melody that was based on the major triad but did not begin on the
tonic (B 3 0 4 G, E4 C4 ). Another was less conventionally structured
(C4 F#4 B, F4 C#4), its notes derived from the chromatic division of the
octave but not from any major scale. The third melody was essentially
non-Western in that some of its intervals were not based on semitones or
their multiples. In all three conditions, the task consisted of detecting
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for six-month-old infants (Grieser and Kuhl 1989; Kuhl 1991). Unfortunately, notions of prototypicality have not been evaluated for speech
sound combinations or for speech sequences. It is possible, however, that
certain intonation patterns or pitch contours, notably those found in infantdirected speech, might be basic forms from which the more complex
contours of adult-directed speech are derived.

m change trials

D no-change trials

9.4

Good Western

J.

Bad Western

Non-Western

Fig. 9.11 Mean proportion of head turns on change and no-change trials for the
good Western, bad Western, and non-Western melodies. (Data from Trehub et al.
(1990).)

a change in the fourth note of the melody. We replicated the previous
findings of enhanced processing for the major triad in that infants performed above chance levels only on the conventional Western melody
(see Fig. 9.11). Naturally, there are differences among the three patterns
that go beyond the conventionality of their structure (e.g. interval sizes).
Nevertheless, taken together with the previously reported studies of major
and augmented patterns, the findings are consistent with the notion that
conventional Western melodies confer processing advantages on infants
as young as six months of age.
The notion that some objects or patterns serve as cognitive reference
points for other exemplars is not new to cognitive psychology (Rosch
1975) although most research of this nature has focused on the visual
modality. Such prototypical exemplars are more readily encoded and
remembered by adults than are atypical exemplars (Mervis and Rosch
1981; Rosch 1975), as is the case for prototypical musical patterns (e.g.
Bharucha 1984; Frances 1988). Even three- and six-month-old infants more
readily categorize prototypical visual patterns compared with atypical
patterns (Younger and Gottlieb 1988). Moreover, infants respond preferentially to attractive (i.e. as rated by adults) or prototypical faces (Langlois
et al. 1987; Langlois and Roggman 1990) despite their limited experience
with different faces.
In the auditory domain, there are suggestions that some single speech
sounds, notably vowels, are rated as better exemplars of their phonetic
category than are other instances (Grieser and Kuhl 1989; Kuhl 1991;
Miller and Volaitis 1989). Moreover, the rated typicality or goodness of a
vowel sound exerts substantial effects on perception both for adults and

GOOD

CONTEXTS:

KEY RELATIONS

Context effects are pervasive in audition as they are in vision. For example, the cues for individual speech sounds vary considerably as a function
of the preceding and following sounds (e.g. Dorman and Raphael1980)
or the visible articulatory gestures (e.g. McGurk and MacDonald 1976).
Similar context effects are evident in music. For example, the major triad
provides a superior melodic context for detecting semitone changes than
does the augmented triad or other unconventionally structured melodies
(e.g. Cohen et al. 1987).
.
Context effects can operate at different levels of generality. The aforementioned context effects concerned the relations among elements of a
pattern, whether the sounds of a word or the notes of a melody. One can
consider more global or general contexts for individual sounds or sound
units such as the syntactic or semantic relations within and between
utterances or the pitch relations between musical patterns or phrases.
Having established that infants were sensitive to the context exemplified
by relations within a melody, we sought to
whethe.r they were
also sensitive to the more general context exemplified by relations between
melodies.
One important feature of Western scale structure is that a unique major
scale can be formed on each of the 12 notes of the chromatic scale, that
is, with each of the 12 chromatic notes serving as tonic. In other words,
the particular notes of the major scale with tonic 0 are different from the
notes of the major scale starting on any other chromatic
Each scale
is considered to be closely related to two other scales, differmg from
these by only one note (see Fig. 9.12). These highly related scales
tonic notes that are related by the interval of the perfect fifth, which
means that the tonic note of one scale of a highly related pair is the
dominant of the other. Musical compositions in the Western tonal idiom
often modulate or change from one key to another, although they generally end in the key in which they began. The most common mod':'lation, however, is to the key whose tome IS the donunant of the ?ngmal
key. Western adults have internalized these relati?ns, as exemplified by
the so-called key-distance effect (Bartlett and Dowling 1980; Cuddy et a!.
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1979; Krurnhansl et al. 1982). For example, Cuddy et al. (1979) found that
adults' discrimination of melodic changes was most accurate when the
keys of standard and comparison melodies were related by a perfect
fifth. Does this reflect adults' long-term exposure to Western music or
does it arise from primitive processing predispositions? If infants' enhanced processing for the major triad arises from the presence of perfect
fifth intervals (i.e. the relation between its outer notes), then keys related
by perfect fifths might promote comparable enhancement in melodic
processing.
Accordingly, we evaluated infants on their detection of a semitone

change (upward) in the simple, symmetric major triad melody or augmented triad melody used previously (Trainor and Trehub 1993). In the
near-key condition, successive repetitions of the standard and comparison melodies were in closely related keys. The set of keys included
F, C, G, and D, and adjacent melodies were in adjacent keys (in either
direction). In the far-key condition, melodies were presented in one of
three distantly related keys, C, E, and G# major, again with successive
melodies in different keys. Any two of these three keys have only three
notes in common (i.e. they differ in four notes). Infants performed better
on the major and augmented triad melodies when successive melodies
were in related keys (see Fig. 9.13). Thus, interval processing in infancy
seems to be enhanced when melodies embody special structures such as
the major triad and when musical contexts embody special relations such
as those reflected in key relatedness. In short, infants are sensitive not
only to the structure of musical patterns but to the macrostructure of
pattern repetitions.
It is perhaps significant that the tasks in which infants displayed enhanced processing involved the interval of the perfect fifth. As noted, the
outer notes of the major triad form a perfect fifth as do the corresponding
notes of melodies transposed to closely related keys. One important but
unresolved issue is whether such enhanced processing stems from the
simple integer ratio associated with the perfect fifth, that of 3:2. In this
regard, it is interesting that individuals from widdy different cultures
often sing in parallel fifths as well as octaves, thinking that they are
singing in unison (Kolinski 1967).
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9.5

GOOD

SCALES

Recently, there has been increasing interest in the structural characteristics of good musical scales, prompted in part by theoretical interest in
pattern processing and in part by composers attempting to create new
scales Sll:Jtable for musical composition. Different musical systems seem
to use different arrays of mtervals, making it possible, in principle, to
evaluate the properties of particular scales. In practice, however, most
research has been limited to Western scales. Among the findings of such
research IS that adults have tacit knowledge of major scale structure,
as reflected in their ratings of the degree of fit of in-key and out-of-key
notes in a major-key context (Krumhansl 1990).
There are claims, as well, that the major scale is special or unique. One
approach emphasizes its unique psychoacoustic properties (Burns and
Ward 1982; Helmholtz 1954; Krumhansl1987). With equal-tempered tunmg (1.e. all serrutones of the chromatic scale equal), the ratios between the
fundamental frequency of important scale notes approximate, but do not
equal, simple integer ratios, which are considered ideal. For example,
notes an o.ctave apart stand in an approximate 2:1 frequency ratio; notes
a perfect fifth apart (i.e. seven semitones; e.g. C G) form an approximate
3:2 ratio; notes a perfect fourth apart (five semitones; e.g. C F) an approximate 4:3 ratw; notes a maJOr third apart (i.e. four semitones; e.g.
C E) an approximate 5:4 ratio; and so on. Historically, tuning systems
embodied these exact ratios but such systems were abandoned because
it was only possible for one key to be perfectly in tune at a time, thereby
precludmg effective key modulation in complex compositions. In line
With the notion that small integer ratios are ideal, it is often claimed that
singers and players of variable-tuning instruments adjust intervals away
from equal temperament toward exact small integer ratios. However,
analyses of musical performances are inconsistent with this claim (see
Burns and Ward 1982; Rakowski 1990).
Another approach to the uniqueness of the major scale emphasizes
mathematical properties of the group of scale notes (Balzano 1980, 1982)
mdependent of psychoacoustic properties. One such property is uniqueness. A scale possesses the uniqueness property if the vector of intervals
fr.om each note to every other note in the set is unique. For example,
g1ven the set {0 2 4 57 9 11}, the vector of intervals formed from the third
note (4) is {4-4, 5-4, 7-4, 9-4, 11-4, 12-4, 14-4} or {0 13 57 810}. This
pattern of intervals is different from the pattern based on every other
note of this scale. On the other hand, all vectors of intervals of the wholetone scale are the same: {0 2 4 6 8 10}. In this sense, the whole-tone scale
is considered to have minimal uniqueness. It is the uniqueness property
that allows different notes to take on different functional relations with
other notes, facilitating, for example, the tonal hierarchy (Krumhansl1990).

By contrast, the whole-tone scale has no differentiation of fu':ction because all notes are related in the same way. An empmcal question, then,
is whether these mathematical properties have perceptual consequences,
that is, whether melodies based on the major scale are processed more
easily than those based on the whole-tone scale.
We are currently evaluating this question by testing infants and adults
on their ability to detect a semitone change in a melody based on the
major scale (B, D4 G4 E4 C4 ) or on the whole-tone scale
D, G#, E. C,).
Adults (non-musicians) performed significantly better on the maJor
melody than on the whole-tone melody. Infants showed the same pattern
of performance, detecting the change to the major melody but not to the
whole-tone melody. This suggests that major scale structure may be more
readily encoded than whole-tone scale structure, even by naive listeners.
Despite the failure of cross-cultural studies to uncover universal constraints on intervals in musical scale structure, some scales seem to be
intrinsically better than others. Whether this claim is limited to Western
infants and adults remains to be determined.
We are conducting further studies with different major and wholetone melodies and with other scales, both foreign and artificial (Krumhansl
1987; Mathews et al. 1987). In particular, the modal scales are of interest
For example, the notes 0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 form a major scale with tonic 0.
These same notes, however, also form a Phrygian modal scale, 4, 5, 7, 9,
11, O, 2 with tonic 4. Although these scales use the same set of pitches,
they are organized around a different tonic so that melodies based on
such scales would differ. For example, the melodtes would tend to begm
and end on different notes and have different statistical properties (i.e.
frequency of occurrence of various
and n.ote comb.inations ). From
Balzano's (1982) perspective, the choice of tome IS not mvolved m the
unique properties of the major scale. Consequently, one rrught expect
sensitivity to the choice of tonic to emerge only after considerable musical exposure. Thus adults should find melodies based on the maJor
scale easier than those based on the Phrygian but infants should show no
difference.
Our primary focus on Western scale structure stems from convenience
rather than its presumed superiority over alternative musical structures.
It is reasonable to expect, then, that scales prominent in other cultures
would also embody aspects of good form. Some recent evidence
on this question. Lynch et al. (1990) investigated Western mfants (siX
months of age) and adults' ability to detect mistunings (subtle contourand Javanese
preserving changes) in melodies based on the Western
pe1og scale. Adults with little training but tl_te usual1nformal exposure
performed better with the major than pelog
whereas mfants performed equivalently on both. These findmgs rmpl!' that, m the
early months of life, infants' discrimination of such melodic changes IS
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unaffected by culture-specific experience. This raises the possibility of
enhanced processing for the pe1og scale comparable to that observed for
the major scale.

9.6

GOOD CHANGES TO GOOD PATTERNS

The aforementioned studies of pattern goodness indicate that prototypical
patterns in Western music embody features that promote detailed encoding in naive listeners. Thus infants encode not only global information about melodic contour but also local information about interval size.
Even if some analytic skills are present in infancy, it is likely that others
are schema-based, emerging only after extended exposure. As a result,
infants may not be sensitive to all structural aspects of patterns that
conform to the rules of a musical system.
Perhaps good and bad patterns can be distinguished on the basis of
universal principles that are evident in infancy. In the context of a good
pattern, however, or one readily processed by infants, would there be
differential sensitivity to changes that conform to Western musical
conventions compared with those that violate such conventions? For
adults, a comparison melody in which the changed note goes outside the
key of a conventionally structured standard melody is easier to detect
than a change that remains within the key (Cuddy et al. 1979). In fact, the
ease with which adults detect such structural violations (i.e. a non-key
note) reveals their knowledge of scale structure.
Would infants be capable of processing comparable aspects of key
structure? We presented eight-month-olds and young adults with a
ten-note conventionally structured melody (in the key of C major:
C4 E., G4 F4 D4 G3 C4 E4 D4 C4 ) in transposition (Trainor and Trehub 1992).
There were two comparison melodies (see Fig. 9.14). In one, the sixth
which was outside the prenote (G3) was raised by a semitone to
vailing key and therefore violated Western musical rules. In the second,
the same note was raised by four semitones to B3, which is in the prevailing key. Adults performed as predicted, readily detecting the outof-key change. In some circumstances, they were at chance levels in detecting the within-key pitch change, even though it was four times as large
as the out-of-key change. Infants, on the other hand, performed equivalently and at above chance levels on both pitch changes (see Fig. 9.15).
Moreover, they performed significantly better than adults on the withinkey change.
Infants' performance is revealing in a number of respects. First, their
ability to detect semitone changes in the context of a conventionally
structured ten-tone melody increases the generality of our previous
findings of enhanced processing (i.e. interval processing) for patterns
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Fig 9.14 The standard ten-note melody (top), the four-semitone within-key
change (middle), and the one-semitone out-of-key (bottom) change. (Stimuli from
Trainor and Trehub (1992).)
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based on the major triad. Second, infants' facility in detecting the
within-key or structure-conserving change coupled with adults' difficulty on this discrimination implies that infants' performance is cultureindependent. Although infants are insensitive to some culturally relevant
musical structures, it is difficult to specify their missing knowledge. It
is possible, for example, that infants lack tacit knowledge of the notes
that belong in a key or scale. As a result, their superior performance for
conventional melodies based on the major scale as opposed to unconventional melodies with non-scale notes (Cohen et al. 1987; Trainor 1991;
Trehub et al. 1990) could be due to special properties of the major scale
such as the prominence of perfect fifth intervals.
An alternative explanation of this finding is that infants, unlike Western
adults, do not process melodies according to their implied harmonic
structure. Harmony, the combination of notes sounded simultaneously,
or the vertical, as opposed to horizontal (i.e. melodic), structure of music,
is a unique feature of Western music (Piston 1969). Thus, one might
expect relatively slow emergence of sensitivity to harmonic structure just
as rare phonemic distinctions emerge considerably later than those present
in many languages (Locke 1983). Even an unaccompanied Western melody
is considered to have implied harmonies. For example, the standard
melody in Trainor and Trehub (1992), C4 E. G4 F4 0 4 G3 C4 E4 0 4 C., implies a tonic chord (C4 E, G,) followed by a dominant chord (F4 0 4 G3).
Because B3 (the changed note in one condition) is also part of the dominant
chord, this change not only remains within the key of the original melody
but also within the implied harmony. A likely possibility, then, is that
the performance difference between infants and adults reflects adults'
acquired propensity to process the implied harmony of a melody. These
findings point to some of the fine tuning or perceptual reorganization
that results from extended, informal listening to music. Mapping the
timetable of this retuning will be of considerable developmental interest.

9.7

CONCLUSION

At the outset, we posed a number of questions about infants' processing
of complex auditory patterns. What answers can we offer on the basis of
our findings and those of others? We can say with assurance that perceptual grouping processes such as those described by Bregman (Ch. 2 this
volume), Bigand (Ch. 8 this volume), Krurnhansl (1992) and others are
indeed operative in infancy. Moreover, relational pitch and temporal
processing are as characteristic of infants as they are of adults. In particular, relational pitch processing would seem to be a basic and uniquely
human disposition, having little to do with acquired knowledge about its
utility and more to do with the nature of the human brain. On the other
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hand, that much vaunted skill, absolute pitch processing, seems to be 'for
the birds' (Hulse et al. 1990). For reasons that are as yet unclear, extensive
childhood exposure to music sometimes results in the addition of 'birdlike' absolute pitch processing to the usual repertoire of human listening
strategies (Cohen and Baird 1990).
Pitch contours seem to dominate perception at a time when the infant's
world is uncluttered with referential meaning. Thus infants proceed
globally, extracting the pitch contours of melodies and spoken utterances
and ignoring many of the details within such contours. This is not to say
that they are unable to resolve auditory detail. On the contrary, impoverished auditory contexts, such as the typical laboratory experiments
with single sounds, reveal impressive phoneme discrimination skills
(see Kuhl1986) and excellent frequency resolution (Olsho 1984) in early
infancy.
Our approach to the definition of good patterns was empirical rather
than theoretical, involving the identification of patterns or pattern elements that are congenial to, or readily processed by, infants. This approach yielded additional perspectives on infants' pattern processing
capabilities and provided a means of differentiating universal from culture-specific constraints on musical structure. Specifically, we found that
infants could supplement their primary listening strategy of contour
processing with a secondary strategy of interval processing, but only in
very special circumstances. We know that these circumstances include
prototypical melodies from our culture (e.g. melodies based on the major
triad) and prototypical contexts (e.g. neighbouring patterns with related
keys). What we are likely to learn in the future is that prototypical melodies from foreign musical cultures also promote enhanced processing,
engaging both global and analytic strategies. One task that lies ahead is
to specify the features associated with such enhanced processmg, features that can be considered 'natural' and, therefore, belonging to the set
from which musical universals would be drawn.
Our findings cast doubt on some prominent approaches to adult pattern perception. We dispute the view that pattern perception processes
have virtually unlimited plasticity, with experience making possible and
shaping the perceptual organization of patterns (Espinoza-Varas and
Watson 1989). Likewise, we dispute the assumption of a number of
twentieth-century composers and music theorists (e.g. Boulez 1971; Forte
1973; Schoenberg 1975) that listeners, given comparable exposure, would
perceive or acquire all conceivable types of musical structure as readily
as they perceive and acquire conventional musical structure. Not all songs
are equivalent as learning stimuli, even for those songbirds that require
exposure for song acquisition (Marler 1990). We would argue, mstead,
that auditory perceptions are initially structured or organized (Trehub
1985; Trehub and Trainor 1990) and that experience leads to alternative
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organizations including fine tuning to culture-specific circumstances. We
would argue, further, that some organizations are more 'natural' or
robust than others (Burnham et al. 1987; Trehub 1985; Trehub and Unyk
1992) and that the natural organization may prevail throughout life. For
example, both infants and adults approach unfamiliar melodies with a
pitch contour strategy and, in the case of prototypical melodies, they
often add an interval-processing strategy.
Our findings also raise questions about prominent approaches to music
perception that involve the internalization of pitch relations or prototypes based on regularities in heard music (e.g. Krurnhansl 1990; Jones
1981, 1990). In the absence of data on infant music perception, it may
have been reasonable to presume that adults' interval-processing strategy
with familiar melodies (Attneave and Olson 1971; Dowling and Fujitani
1971) was attributable to their extensive experience with those melodies
and that their superior retention of conventionally structured melodies
(e.g. Cuddy et al. 1981; Frances 1988) reflected their accumulated knowledge of musical structure. It turns out, however, that such familiar and
unfamiliar but conventional melodies have features that promote analytic
or interval processing in infancy. From the infant's perspective, however,
these melodies are neither familiar nor conventional but they nevertheless elicit interval processing. We would argue, then, that it may be unnecessary for listeners to accumulate information about the frequency of
occurrence of structural as opposed to stylistic features of musical patterns, constructing internal models based on such statistical information.
In fact, comparable approaches have been rejected as viable strategies for
the acquisition of linguistic structures (Chomsky 1968). The more likely
alternative is that composers intuitively create or select patterns that build
on 'natural' and universal principles of pattern perception (Terhardt 1987).
The result is that frequency of occurrence and naturalness are often
confounded. Learning obviously plays a role in perceptual fine tuning or
calibration, in the acquisition of some musical conventions, and in musical production. One important goal for the future is to make further
progress in differentiating experience-related from natural listening
strategies.
Finally, the listening strategies that we have outlined have implications for language as well as musical development. We have suggested
that prelinguistic infants parse the speech stream into pitch contours,
which may serve as elementary processing units. Adults seem to cooperate in this endeavor by communicating in a special speech register
or style that upgrades contour information at the expense of clear articulation and informative content. The resulting infant-directed speech is a
kind of singsong that captures the infant's attention and promotes positive affect (Fernald 1992; Werker and McLeod 1989). In other words, fhe
simple pitch contours of infant-directed speech seem to have special
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status or perceptual priority for prelinguistic listeners. Later, infants can
use contour information to track phrasal and clausal units and also to
distinguish utterance types (questions vs. statements). The transition from
global processing to analytic or joint global/analytic processing of speech
may depend on important cognitive changes that occur late in the first
year. Such changes may promote the perceptual reorganization or fine
tuning of some speech sound categories at this time (Werker and Lalonde
1988). Just as culture-specific modes of music processing build on pattern
processing predispositions, so mature speech processing seems to build
on inherent speech discrimination skills that are evident in infancy (Best
et al. 1988; Burnham et al. 1987; Werker and Lalonde 1988). On the whole,
however, pitch-contour processing seems to dominate infants' early perception of connected speech and music. One consequence for production
is that native-like intonation contours emerge well before fhe first words
(de Boysson-Bardies et al. 1984; Crystal1973) just as appropriate musical
contours predate correct intervals (Davidson et al. 1981; Kelley and SuttonSmith 1987).
It is unclear, however, whether there are speech parallels to the enhanced processing of prototypical musical patterns. In this regard, there
is suggestive evidence that good or prototypical exemplars of vowels have
a more robust representation for infant listeners than do poor or less typical
exemplars (Grieser and Kuhl1989; Kuhl1991). The intonation contours
that are prevalent in infant-directed speech across cultures may also
function as prototypes for infant listeners and their caretakers but £here
has been no direct investigation of this question. One perceptual consequence of prototypical status would be enhanced differentiation of such
contours from others.
The findings of enhanced processing for major triad melodies and nearkey relations raise the possibility that the perfect fifth interval, which
approximates a 2:3 frequency ratio, is inherently good. Not only does the
perfect fifth interval figure prominently in musical sounds, both simultaneous and successive, it also occurs commonly in the simultaneous
components (partials or overtones) of complex sounds in the natural
environment, including vowel sounds. The special emphasis accorded to
vowels in infant-directed speech (i.e. they are greatly extended in duration) may highlight the perfect fiffh interval (simultaneously sounded)
and contribute to the special status of such speech. Whefher the special
qualities derive from the perfect fifth interval in particular or intervals
that approximate simple ratios in general remains to be determined.
Perhaps the relative prominence of the perfect fiffh interval affects adults'
ratings of the goodness of vowel sounds (Grieser and Kuhl 1989; Kuhl
1991) but this has not been evaluated to date. In any case, fhe crosscultural prevalence of simple ratios in informal vocal music (Kolinski
1967) is suggestive of £heir importance.

·---·····-·--·--·
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In the early months of life when the processing of speech and musical
sounds is largely (but not entirely) culture-independent, it would not
be surprising for both domains to be dominated by common processing
tendencies. We have suggested repeatedly that pitch-contour processing
is prominent among these processing dispositions, with infants extracting the pitch contours of simple speech and musical passages.
It is also possible that some contours are inherently good for infant
listeners and that these contours are prominent in speech and song to
infants. One example of this is the prevalence of descending contours in
soothing infant-directed speech (Fernald and Simon 1984) and music
(Unyk et al. 1992). Also of interest is the prominence of descending
contours in infant vocalization (Fox 1990). Simplicity (e.g. few directional
changes in pitch) may be one factor that determines the relative goodness
of a contour and its resultant ease of encoding. Indeed, simple contours
are common in maternal speech (Fernald 1984) as they are in lullabies
(Unyk et al. 1992) and in infant vocalizations (Delack and Fowlow 1978;
Fox 1990). According to one music-theoretic framework (Narmour 1990),
adult listeners, regardless of their experience and cultural origins, have
certain common expectations about pitch movement within a melody.
Preliminary support for this notion has been obtained with American
and Chinese listeners (Schellenberg and Krurnhansl, personal communication). If such expectations have an innate basis, as Narmour (1990)
contends, they might be present in infancy, contributing to the essence of
good patterns.
The pattern of intervals may also be implicated in the goodness of speech
and musical patterns. For example, the major triad is asymmetric (a foursemitone interval followed by a three-semitone interval), being derived
from a scale with unequal interval structure. The feature of asymmetry
in scale systems from which melodic sequences are derived is considered
to facilitate the functional differentiation of component notes (Balzano
1982; Butler and Brown 1984; Krumhansl 1987). It is unclear, however,
whether comparable asymmetries characterize the intonation patterns of
infant-directed speech. Just as there are rules for combining notes into
acceptable melodic sequences, so are there rules for combining speech
sounds into acceptable utterances. There are suggestions, moreover, that
some sequences of speech sounds are more learnable than others (Locke
1990). Perhaps this is also the case for intonation patterns.
Regardless of the ultimate list of common features that will emerge
from future studies of speech and musical processing, it is clear that
some common features are present. Why might this be the case? In the
prelinguistic period, speech directed to infants is not meaningful in the
way that it is later on. Rather, the meanings are affective in nature and
are conveyed principally through intonation and 'tone of voice' (Fernald
1989; Papousek and Papousek 1981). Jusczyk and Bertoncini (1988) have
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proposed that development in the domain of speech perception is facilitated by innately guided learning such as that described by Gould
and Marler (1987) for the acquisition of important species-specific
abilities. This process is characterized by considerable selectivity in
responsiveness to signals and rapid learning on the basis of limited
culture-specific experience. Innately guided learning contrasts with incremental learning, which implicates a flexible and initially unselective
system that gradually achieves appropriate organization of the input on
the basis of its distributional properties (Mehler and Dupoux, 1990). Early
differentiation of the mother's voice from other voices (DeCasper and
Fifer 1980; Mehler et al. 1978), of the native 'language-to-be' from other
languages (Mehler et al. 1988), and of infant-directed from adult-directed
speech (e.g. Cooper and Aslin 1990; Fernald 1985) are possible examples
of such innately guided learning.
The music perception skills that we have uncovered in infants may
also reflect innately guided learning, perhaps the same or similar processes that promote the development of speech perception skills (e.g.
Werker and Tees 1984) and the appearance of language-specific aspects
of babbling (de Boysson-Bardies et al. 1989) in prelinguistic infants. It
is possible, then, that precocious abilities in both domains stem from
common origins. If so, we would expect the processing of speech and
music to diverge once infants are ready to assign referential meaning to
speech. We know that after the hypothesized separation, the development
of speech perception and production skills continues at a rapid pace.
lit is unclear, however, whether this is also the case for music perception
and production. Accordingly, it will be of particular interest to determine
whether the precocity of music processing in infancy is dependent on its
initial ties to speech. If further progress in music perception and production is considerably slower than in the language domain but comparable to other biologically non-significant domains, this would suggest
accidental convergence of speech and music in early infancy. If, on the
other hand, music perception continues to exhibit a developmental pace
characteristic of innately guided learning, this would revive interest in its
biological significance (Granit 1977; Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983).
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